INTELLIGENT SPACE SUPERIORITY CAPABILITIES
for the JSpOC and Coalition Partners
Intelligent Space

Lockheed Martin’s Intelligent Space suite of software provides advanced tools for efficient and predictive Space Situational Awareness and Strategic Command and Control...raising the bar on Space Superiority and Resilience.

Affordable Mission Capabilities
- Event Forecasting and Risk Assessment
- Intelligent Catalog Management
- Launch Processing and Characterization
- Uncorrelated Track and Breakup Processing
- Net-Centric SSA Data Exposure
- SSN Simulation

Mission Enhancements
- Predictive SSA
- Coordination of SSN and Non-Traditional Sensors
- Improved Custody During Launches and Other Events
- Event Reconstruction and Forensics Support
- Advanced UCT Processing/Lost List Reduction
- Adaptive Power Analytics for Space Sensors
- Improved SSA Workflow Management

Benefits
- Affordable (Reuse of LM and Government Investments)
- Automated (Reduced Operator Burden)
- Intuitive (Increased Efficiency)
- Effective (Improved Space Protection & SSA Mission Functionality)

JMS Integration Ready